Wage and Hour Division, Labor

§ 785.29

activities are among the principal activities
of such employee.
Such preparatory activities, which the Administrator has always regarded as work and
as compensable under the Fair Labor Standards Act, remain so under the Portal Act, regardless of contrary custom or contract.
(c) Among the activities included as an integral part of a principal activity are those
closely related activities which are indispensable to its performance. If an employee in a
chemical plant, for example, cannot perform
his principal activities without putting on
certain clothes, changing clothes on the employer’s premises at the beginning and end of
the workday would be an integral part of the
employee’s principal activity. On the other
hand, if changing clothes is merely a convenience to the employee and not directly related to his principal activities, it would be
considered
as
a
‘‘preliminary’’
or
‘‘postliminary’’ activity rather than a principal part of the activity. However, activities
such as checking in and out and waiting in
line to do so would not ordinarily be regarded as integral parts of the principal activity or activities.
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§ 785.25 Illustrative
U.S.
Supreme
Court decisions.
These principles have guided the Administrator in the enforcement of the
Act. Two cases decided by the U.S. Supreme Court further illustrate the
types of activities which are considered
an integral part of the employees’ jobs.
In one, employees changed their
clothes and took showers in a battery
plant where the manufacturing process
involved the extensive use of caustic
and toxic materials. (Steiner v. Mitchell,
350 U.S. 247 (1956).) In another case,
knifemen in a meatpacking plant
sharpened their knives before and after
their scheduled workday (Mitchell v.
King Packing Co., 350 U.S. 260 (1956)). In
both cases the Supreme Court held
that these activities are an integral
and indispensable part of the employees’ principal activities.
§ 785.26 Section 3(o) of the Fair Labor
Standards Act.
Section 3(o) of the Act provides an
exception to the general rule for employees under collective bargaining
agreements. This section provides for
the exclusion from hours worked of
time spent by an employee in changing
clothes or washing at the beginning or
end of each workday which was excluded from measured working time

during the week involved by the express terms of or by custom or practice
under a bona fide collective-bargaining
agreement applicable to the particular
employee. During any week in which
such clothes-changing or washing time
was not so excluded, it must be counted as hours worked if the changing of
clothes or washing is indispensable to
the performance of the employee’s
work or is required by law or by the
rules of the employer. The same would
be true if the changing of clothes or
washing
was
a
preliminary
or
postliminary activity compensable by
contract, custom, or practice as provided by section 4 of the Portal-to-Portal Act, and as discussed in § 785.9 and
part 790 of this chapter.
[30 FR 9912, Aug. 10, 1965]

LECTURES, MEETINGS AND TRAINING
PROGRAMS
§ 785.27 General.
Attendance at lectures, meetings,
training programs and similar activities need not be counted as working
time if the following four criteria are
met:
(a) Attendance is outside of the employee’s regular working hours;
(b) Attendance is in fact voluntary;
(c) The course, lecture, or meeting is
not directly related to the employee’s
job; and
(d) The employee does not perform
any productive work during such attendance.
§ 785.28 Involuntary attendance.
Attendance is not voluntary, of
course, if it is required by the employer. It is not voluntary in fact if the
employee is given to understand or led
to believe that his present working
conditions or the continuance of his
employment would be adversely affected by nonattendance.
§ 785.29 Training directly related to
employee’s job.
The training is directly related to
the employee’s job if it is designed to
make the employee handle his job
more effectively as distinguished from
training him for another job, or to a
new or additional skill. For example, a
stenographer who is given a course in
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§ 785.30

29 CFR Ch. V (7–1–09 Edition)

stenography is engaged in an activity
to make her a better stenographer.
Time spent in such a course given by
the employer or under his auspices is
hours worked. However, if the stenographer takes a course in bookkeeping,
it may not be directly related to her
job. Thus, the time she spends voluntarily in taking such a bookkeeping
course, outside of regular working
hours, need not be counted as working
time. Where a training course is instituted for the bona fide purpose of preparing for advancement through upgrading the employee to a higher skill,
and is not intended to make the employee more efficient in his present
job, the training is not considered directly related to the employee’s job
even though the course incidentally
improves his skill in doing his regular
work.
[30 FR 9912, Aug, 10, 1965]

§ 785.30

Independent training.

Of course, if an employee on his own
initiative attends an independent
school, college or independent trade
school after hours, the time is not
hours worked for his employer even if
the courses are related to his job.
§ 785.31

Special situations.

There are some special situations
where the time spent in attending lectures, training sessions and courses of
instruction is not regarded as hours
worked. For example, an employer may
establish for the benefit of his employees a program of instruction which corresponds to courses offered by independent bona fide institutions of learning. Voluntary attendance by an employee at such courses outside of working hours would not be hours worked
even if they are directly related to his
job, or paid for by the employer.
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§ 785.32

Apprenticeship training.

As an enforcement policy, time spent
in an organized program of related,
supplemental instruction by employees
working under bona fide apprenticeship
programs may be excluded from working time if the following criteria are
met:
(a) The apprentice is employed under
a written apprenticeship agreement or

program which substantially meets the
fundamental standards of the Bureau
of Apprenticeship and Training of the
U.S. Department of Labor; and
(b) Such time does not involve productive work or performance of the apprentice’s regular duties. If the above
criteria are met the time spent in such
related supplemental training shall not
be counted as hours worked unless the
written agreement specifically provides that it is hours worked. The mere
payment or agreement to pay for time
spent in related instruction does not
constitute an agreement that such
time is hours worked.
TRAVELTIME
§ 785.33

General.

The principles which apply in determining whether or not time spent in
travel is working time depend upon the
kind of travel involved. The subject is
discussed in §§ 785.35 to 785.41, which are
preceded by a brief discussion in § 785.34
of the Portal-to-Portal Act as it applies to traveltime.
§ 785.34 Effect of section 4 of the Portal-to-Portal Act.
The Portal Act provides in section
4(a) that except as provided in subsection (b) no employer shall be liable
for the failure to pay the minimum
wage or overtime compensation for
time spent in ‘‘walking, riding, or traveling to and from the actual place of
performance of the principal activity
or activities which such employee is
employed to perform either prior to the
time on any particular workday at
which such employee commences, or
subsequent to the time on any particular workday at which he ceases,
such principal activity or activities.’’
Subsection (b) provides that the employer shall not be relieved from liability if the activity is compensable by
express contract or by custom or practice not inconsistent with an express
contract. Thus traveltime at the commencement or cessation of the workday which was originally considered as
working time under the Fair Labor
Standards Act (such as underground
travel in mines or walking from time
clock to work-bench) need not be
counted as working time unless it is
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